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ABSTRACT
Introduction: An electrochemical sensor has the ability to
transform the associated data containing electrochemical
reactions into a reliable representative signal. The electrochemical
sensors can be classified into potentiometric, conductometric,
and ampere-metric or Volta-metric. Although, there are various
electrochemical techniques for the detection of Vitamin D3,
there is still a need for a simplified and cost-effective method.
An electrochemical sensor provides great sensitivity towards
the detection of the analyte.

SPCE. The process of electropolymerisation was carried
out in order to form a non-conductive layer. Cavities were
gradually formed on the surface of SPCE. A mediator was used
to obtain reliable results for the detection of Vitamin D3. It is
evident from the existing literature that the number of scans of
electropolymerisation holds a significant role in this process.
The procedure was applied for the formation of non-imprinted
electrode in the absence of the analyte.

Aim: To fabricate an electrochemical sensor for the detection of
Vitamin D3. The sensor used Molecular Imprinted Polymer (MIP)
based Screen Printed Carbon Electrode (SPCE).

Results: The presence of the template i.e., Vitamin D3 was
recorded using the developed electrochemical sensor. The current
decreased on rebinding of Vitamin D3 which resulted in the change
of redox peak of ferricyanide. This signified the sudden increase in
concentration of Vitamin D3 specifying its presence.

Materials and Methods: The SPCE used was a three-electrode
system consisting of silver working electrode, silver reference
electrode and a counter carbon electrode. The reagents used
in the experiment was p-Phenylenediamine, resorcinol and
Vitamin D3 that were applied in a particular amount onto the

Conclusion: The results obtained specifies the great sensitivity
of the electrochemical sensor towards the template i.e., vitamin
D3. The clinical relevance of such electrochemical sensors is
that they produce simple, accurate and reproducible results
which can be used to optimise the care of patients.
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INTRODUCTION
A device that converts an electrochemical data into a signal that
can be analysed and used is known as an electrochemical sensor.
These sensors mainly consist of two components i.e. a chemical
recognition system and a physiochemical transducer. The chemical
recognition system plays the most significant role in the sensor
functionalisation while the physical transducer transforms chemical
signal into a detectable signal. A sensing electrode is formed as
the two components are combined together. On the other hand,
biosensors are the devices that use biochemical mechanism for
transforming the signal data [1].
Lower level of vitamin D are found in new born infants that are
reliant on breast milk, supplements or sunlight as causes of vitamin
D within the initial months [2]. The vitamin D content of breast milk
depends on the status of the maternal vitamin D which is usually
low. Exposure to the sun could be a constraint for the people living
at high latitudes. Lack of Vitamin D in infants may cause rickets and
difficulty in breathing.
The 25-hydroxyvitamin D {25(OH)D} is found in abundance in
human body with almost 95-99% bound to the Vitamin D Binding
Proteins (VDBP) [3]. This restricts the immunoassay linking during the
detection tests [4]. Measurement of vitamin D3 is quite significant in
climates at higher latitudes with limited sunlight. Majority of people
at such places are found to be deficient of Vitamin D [5]. Amongst
all the vitamin groups, vitamin D is important for the development of
muscles and bones. According to a 2019 pan-India study, 70-90%
Indians is deficient of vitamin D which could cause repercussions like
underdeveloped bone structure in babies and bone disease in adults.
A report stated that 42% of the US population is generally left
undiagnosed which in a long term can cause severe bone
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diseases [6]. The tests for determining Vitamin D3 are majorly based
on laboratories experiments which have high costs. Therefore, there
is a requirement of a cost-effective method for determining Vitamin
D3. A 25hydroxyvitamin D3{25(OH)D3}, is the most widely used
biomarker but due to the complex structure it becomes difficult to
use the biomarker [7].
As 25-hydroxyvitamin D {25(OH) D} is the foremost metabolite of
Vitamin D3 which is found in abundance, therefore, recognition of
25(OH)D concentration is the utmost approachable way to determine
the vitamin D quantity in plasma or serum. A precise and reliable
result can be obtained by utilising the voltametric procedures. It
can be assured by covering a significant range. Imprinted polymers
are being used as improving agents in fabricating an enormously
selective voltametric sensor [8].
The most common way for improving the selectivity of electrode
is the modification of the electrode with the use of polymers that
have ability to adsorb the template from the surface of electrode.
Molecular imprinting is a greatly equipped and advanced version for
synthesising polymers. The major limitation of conventional methods
that are used for detection is the poor limit of detection.
Currently, the evaluation of liquid chromatography is quite an
alternative to the traditional techniques [9], however the method
uses a great amount of analyte and calls for specialised highpriced equipment [10]. Furthermore, there appears to be variability
between related techniques [11-15] used for D3 detection.
Therefore, there is a need for the development of method that can
easily and readily detect vitamin D. In this work the authors seek out
to detect presence of Vitamin D on a sample of SPCE that has been
electropolymerised, bounded by Vitamin D and finally rebounded to
detect the presence of Vitamin D.
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Molecularly Imprinted Polymer (MIP) based
Polymerisation [Table/Fig-1]

silver (Ag) was the reference electrode and a counter electrode was
present which was a carbon electrode.

Polymerisation based on molecular imprinting is a method used since
a long time back. It is an alternative to the conventional methods that
are being used. The MIP are commonly known as “plastic antibodies”
having the capability to lock the particular analyte from a matrix. They
act as the receptors for target molecule. A functional monomer,
cross-linker, initiator along with target molecule are involved while
a standard polymerisation based on MIP reaction is taking place.
Initially, a pre-polymerisation is produced as the analyte is linked to
the monomer via bonds (covalent bond, semi-covalent, or metal
coordinated bond). The bonds having non-covalent properties are
flexible enough to allow it to be used in the preparations of MIP. As
the analyte is being removed from the complex matrix, cavities are
created having particular shape and structure. These act as linking
sites after they are attached again for detection [8].

a. Electrochemical Process
A 4mM of p-Phenylenediamine, 4mM of resorcinol and 0.35 mM of
Vitamin D3 was mixed in 70% methanol solution that consisted of
100 mM acetate buffer. The pH of the mixture was kept at 5.2. While
the monomers undergo the process of electropolymerisation, a nonconductive film was created at the surface of electrode. CV was
applied within a range of 0-0.8V as 30 μL of the solution was delivered
on the electrode surface. The process of electropolymerisation was
repeated for seven cycles at a rate of 50 mV/s. The procedure was
applied for the formation of non-imprinted electrode in the absence
of the analyte [Table/Fig-3] [8].

MIP are synthetic polymeric materials that show sites selectively that
are formed at the time of polymerisation. The monomers involve
with the molecule resulting in the formation of a complex [16]. This
particular step is significant as exceptional interactions among these
that can affect the selectivity as well as the pattern of recognition
within the ultimate form of polymer [17].

[Table/Fig-3]: 3-Electrode system.

b. Autolab PGSTAT 302N
[Table/Fig-1]: Molecular imprinting of polymer.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
The experiment was carried out at Gautam Buddha University,
Biomedical and Virtual Instrumentation laboratory in December
2019, with the permission of competent authority.
The SPCE was supplied form Metrohm DropSens (India) having
the parameters of 3.5 cm (length) × 1.0 cm (width) × 0.05 cm
(height). The SPCE consisted of three electrode system i.e., a silver
working electrode, silver reference electrode and a counter carbon
electrode. The potentiostat was purchased form Metrohm (India)
of the model PGSTAT302. The chemicals p-Phenylenediamine,
resorcinol and vitamin D3 were supplied from Sigma-Aldrich (India).
The mixture of p-Phenylenediamine and resorcinol were placed on
the SPCE including the analyte Vitamin D3. Electropolymerisation
of the functional monomers created a non-conductive surface that
eventually reduced the shifting of electrons on the electrode surface.
Cavities that were formed at the surface were removed on the removal
of the analyte. This resulted in the electrons shifting once again. A
mediator (ferricyanide) purchased from Sigma-Aldrich, was added as
the oxidation peak of Vitamin D3 is quite weak and was unable to
show reliable results [Table/Fig-2].

Autolab PGSTAT 302N is an excessive modem that act as a
potentiostat/galvanostat. It comprises of a bandwidth of 1 MHz and
a compliance voltage of 30 V mixed with FRA32M module. It is
particularly designed for electrochemical impedance spectroscopy.
It is an advanced version of the PGSTAT30. The maximum amount
of current that it can work with is 2A, which can be increased using
BOOSTER20A [Table/Fig-4] [18].

[Table/Fig-4]: Autolab PGSTAT 302N.

c. NOVA 1.7
NOVA is an electrochemistry-based software originated from
Metrohm Autolab. The software is used to program Autolab
instruments. NOVA offers flexibility to the Autolab equipment. The
designing of the software is simple yet powerful. The subtle interface
provides a user- friendly platform to work on [19].
d. Optimisation

[Table/Fig-2]: Schematic representation of the sensor production process.

Experiment
Electrochemical data was recorded using a potentiostat
accompanied with a three-electrode system. The carbon electrode
had the diameter of 4 mm and acted as the working electrode,
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Electropolymerisation of the functional monomers creates a nonconductive surface that eventually reduces the shifting of electrons
on the electrode surface. Cavities that are formed at the surface
are removed on the removal of the analyte. This results in the
electrons shifting once again. A mediator (ferricyanide) is added as
the oxidation peak of Vitamin D3 is quite weak and is unable to
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show reliable results. As the analyte is rebounded onto the cavity,
the redox peak of ferricyanide is decreased. The decreased redox
peak of mediator is varied linearly with the concentration of Vitamin
D3. The major parameter in the process is the number of cycles of
electropolymerisation [4]. A 10 μL of the template i.e., Vitamin D is
kept on the surface of analyte imprinted SPCE and the incubation
time being 15 minutes at Standard Temperature and Pressure (STP)
(25°C). The surface is cleaned using 20 μL of washing agents (water
and acetonitrile solution) for three times. This results in removing
the unbounded analyte. The 10 μL of 10 mM of mediator solution
(ferricyanide) on modified surface of SPCE was applied. Cyclic
Voltammetry (CV) was activated at a scan rate of 50 mV/s. It works
in a range between 0.2 to 0.8V.
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In [Table/Fig-7] the red curve signifies the CV representing a SPCE
with no functionalisation (bare). The current reaches maximum peak
in this case as there is no resistance due to a non-conductive film. The
graph shows CV representing ideal curve after electropolymerisation
on the surface of SPCE. The blue curve represents the CV on the
removal of the template i.e., vitamin D3. The curve in pink signifies
the CV when the template is rebounded on the surface of SPCE.
The same process was repeated for non-imprinted SPCE surface
but no signal was developed. Results are recorded by using the
NOVA 1.7 software which was interfaced with impedance analyser
AUTOLAB PGSTAT 302N. The results show the high sensitivity of
the SPCE towards the template.

RESULTS
In [Table/Fig-5], the graph shows results of seven cycles during
electropolymerisation. The number of cycles used in the process was
the optimised number of scans, according to the available literature.
If the cycles of electropolymerisation were increased more than the
optimised value, the removal of template became difficult. Therefore,
the experiment was carried out with seven cycles. With all the cycles
(scans) shown in the figure, the current decreased and approached
zero. This signified the development of a non-conductive film on the
surface of electrode. The potential involved was between 0-0.8 V.

[Table/Fig-7]: The uppermost red curve represents the CV of bare SPCE, green
curve of CV signifies the surface of SPCE after electropolymerisation, the blue curve
represents the surface of SPCE after Vitamin D3 removal, the pink curve demonstrates
the CV of SPCE after Vitamin D3 rebinding.

DISCUSSION

[Table/Fig-5]: Ideal experiment showing CV curves during electropolymerisation
on the surface of SPCE; the topmost red curve of CV signifies the first scan of
electropolymerisation process and the successive curves; green, blue, pink and so
on curves plunging with current up to next six scans of electropolymerisation.

In [Table/Fig-6], the redox peak of the mediator i.e., ferricyanide gets
reduced as the template is rebounded on the surface of the SPCE.
It can be clearly observed from the recorded signals that the redox
peak of the ferricyanide varies as the concentration of the vitamin
D3 changes. The signal is suppressed as the template is rebounded
on the surface of SPCE. The current reduces as the concentration
of vitamin D3 is increased from 1 nM to 100 nM.

[Table/Fig-6]: CVs on rebinding of vitamin D resulting in the decrease redox peak of
ferricyanide; the outermost red curve of CV signifies the first scan of rebinding of Vitamin
D3 on the SPCE. The successive curves blue, turquoise, pink and so on with decreasing
current represents the subsequent scans of rebinding of template-Vitamin D3.
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In this study Vitamin D3 on the surface of SPCE using MIP has
been detected. Presently, the evaluation of liquid chromatography is
the alternative to the superseded practices [9], though the method
uses a great amount of analyte and demands specialised highpriced apparatus [10]. A report stated that the detection of vitamin
D using paper based microfluidic system. It involved a colorimetric
method involving gold nanoparticle-based immunoassay having a
concentration peak shift from 520 nm to 650 nm due to clustering
of gold nanoparticles [3]. Another study reported a method for
detection of Vitamin D3 using gadolium oxide nano-rods having
the limit of detection of 0.10 ng/mL [20]. The Italian Society for
Osteoporosis, Mineral Metabolism and Bone Diseases (SIOMMMS),
reported that a normal spectrum of Vitamin D should be 30-50 ng/
mL on the basis of the diagnosis and management of severe bone
diseases like osteoporosis [21]. However, a recent study suggested
that the normal range should vary between 20-30 nm/mL. Any value
above and below the range could affect liver, bones, obesity, kidney
and pregnancy. The governance and management of the medical
and clinical applications need standard methodologies that could be
accurate, cost effective and reliable. This could result in optimisation
and betterment of care for the patients in medical activities [22]. A
study reported the normal value of vitamin D3 to be above 20 ng/mL
[23]. It is evident form the literature that approximately 50% of young
people in Italy with sound health are deficient of Vitamin D, moreover,
insufficiency increases especially during the winters and old age [24].
Thus, this would help in improving accurate, reproducibility in patient
care. High-Pressure Liquid Chromatography with UV detector (HPLCUV) or Chemiluminescent Immunoassay (CLIA) based techniques
are considered as simple techniques which are easy to use, rapid
and of great quality [25].

Limitation(s)
There are various advantages of using an electrochemical sensor
for the detection of vitamin D3 but there are some limitations too. It
19
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is difficult to optimise the number of scans of electropolymerisation
process as removal of thick non-conductive film on the SPCE is
impossible. The negative potential can be used with a number of
limitations while using CV. In this study, the limit of the negative
potential is -0.2V.

CONCLUSION(S)
The CV is applied during electropolymerisation of the surface of
SPCE. The current readily decreases as the electropolymerisation is
processed and ultimately approaches zero due to the formation of
non-conductive film on the surface of the SPCE. The obtained signal
is recorded as decreasing on rebounding. Furthermore, human
plasma can be collected and concentration of Vitamin D3 can be
measured. The determination of calibration work can be performed
for different concentration levels with vitamin D3, detection of zinc
in plasma can be done by using MIP based electrochemical sensor.
Detection of vitamin B12 in real samples of human plasma can
also be performed by using MIP based electrochemical sensor.
Electrochemical sensors based on MIP can be further used for
assessing bioactive compounds.
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